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Brand New Book. Antonio Gramsci s Prison Notebooks is a remarkable work, not only because it
was written in jail as the Italian Marxist thinker fell victim to political oppression in his home
country, but also because it shows his impressive analytical ability. First published in 1948, 11 years
after Gramsci s death, Prison Notebooks ably demonstrates that the writer has an innate ability to
understand the relationship between different parts of an argument. This is how Gramsci manages
to analyze such wide-ranging topics - capitalism, economics and culture - to explain historical
developments. He introduces the idea of hegemony, the means by which ruling classes in a society
gain, keep hold of and manage their power, and, by carefully looking at how society operates, he
reveals the manner in which the powerful deploy a combination of force and manipulation to
convince most people that the existing social arrangement is logical and in their best interests --
even when it isn t. Gramsci shows exactly how the ruling class maintains power by influencing both
political institutions like the courts and the police, and civil institutions, such as churches,...
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It is straightforward in read through safer to recognize. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom I am just easily could get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. This really is for all those who statte that there had not been a really worth looking at. Your daily life period
will likely be change when you complete reading this publication.
-- V er onica  Ha uck DV M-- V er onica  Ha uck DV M
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